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Free Essays from Bartleby | Rough Draft: Alternative Energy Sources Imagine a world where sea levels have risen, a
world where extreme weather happens.

Solar energy reduces the emission of greenhouse gases, like carbon dioxide, and also reduce the dependence
on the fossil fuels A nuclear power plant was being pushed too far and the cooling system was compromised
resulting in a meltdown of the power plant It has always been indispensable to most human activities such as
domestic life, agriculture, industry and transport. The leaves trap the solar energy and use it in the process of
photosynthesis to prepare food. The amount of needed energy will probably increase thanks to the
development of technology and new equipment. Solar energy does not cause any form of environmental
pollution. In this figure it is clearly shown just how the geothermal energy works. Fossil fuels are natural fuels
that are formed when remains of dead organisms pass through episodes of natural processes such as
decomposition and disintegration; that exceeded millions of years. These sources of energy are not renewable
and there is a need to discover other energy sources. The potential of solar energy is affected by geography
because all the areas very close to equator get a greater quantity of radiation from the sun. There are issues
with dams blocking fish swimming in the river, but there are ways to help them. As supply dwindles and costs
rise, nations will be forced to utilize alternative energy sources. Ventilation systems, heating and solar lighting
are all tied together in the solar design. The water heated in the secondary loop creates steam, which is fed to a
steam powered turbine generator. Most of all, meeting the needs with solar power also costs less. Essay on
Solar Energy â€” Essay 2 Words Solar energy is a renewable form of energy gotten from the sun that can be
utilized for numerous purposes by humans. The development of these new sources offers a better access to
energy service. Advantages of Solar Energy: Solar energy has been used widely across the world and its
importance has been realized. Ensure you create essays of professional quality, perfect in all aspects. People
have gone from first fire to nuclear power plants and still scientists look for new types of renewable energy.
When we develop solar energy and its technologies that are clean, inexhaustible and affordable, we are bound
to enjoy benefits that are huge and long-term.


